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Daily Rituals
With over 80 guided practices to choose from, this book is the ideal guide to self-care for any
occasion, whether you need to find calm, energy, inspiration or comfort. It's the perfect caring gift
for yourself or for others. Discover the restorative wonders of daily rituals. A ritual is an act of
self-care that's carried out mindfully, and with reverence: a gratitude ritual to relive the high points
of your day; a ritual for self-expression to free unexpressed emotions; a candle ritual to focus your
mind on peace. With over 80 guided practices to choose from, there is something in this book for every
intention. Whether you want to reflect, to recharge your batteries, or rekindle your motivation, you
will find the perfect ritual to refresh your mind, body and spirit.

The Magic of Manifesting
Go on a guided journey of spiritual self-discovery and deepen the connection with life & your true self.
The 365 Spiritual Journal is carefully created to help you broaden your awareness about personal
struggles & strengths, your soul's purpose and life in general. The powerful guided questions &
insightful quotes will give you a safe and inspiring way to do genuine self-reflection on a daily basis.
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Touching both questions about the soul, faith, consciousness & more grounded themes such as
relationships, career, and health. It makes this journal the perfect daily companion for a mindful
moment of deep contemplation.

Morning Affirmations
The perfect bedside companion, with 200 affirmations that will help you get to sleep—and stay asleep—and
wake up refreshed. One out of three American adults have trouble getting to sleep each night—chances are
you’ve spent some nights either tossing and turning, or waking up in the middle of the night and not
being able to get back to sleep. This book helps you get into the best mindset for sleep, allowing you
to enjoy deeper, more restful sleep through the power of 200 short affirmations, easily accessible in a
flip-through format. These soothing messages will encourage you to leave the stressors of the day
behind—and get ready to embrace the possibilities of tomorrow.

Daily Affirmations for Men
A stunningly illustrated guide to simple affirmations for young children, building self-esteem and
confidence. When you are feeling scared of something new, Stand tall, Put your hands on your hips, and
say: I Am Brave! This brightly hand-lettered board book empowers young readers to lift themselves up!
Ten relatable emotions are each followed by a centering exercise and a positive affirmation to be
recited, as a practice in mindfulness. Young readers are encouraged to find their inner strength by
recognizing and addressing their emotions, instilling a sense of power and self-confidence.

Sacred Woman
Self-help book like no other. This book is empowered to eliminate stress, worries, fears, anxieties, and
other emotional and mental issues instantly. Imagine feeling stressed or depressed, opening a book,
repeating the affirmations related to stress or depression, and then no longer feeling stressed or
depressed. Imagine a book that provides similar results for lack of confidence, poor self-esteem, antisocial behavior, post-traumatic stress, weight loss, food cravings, tobacco cessation, suicide and more.
Well Imagine no more! "The Most Powerful Book of Affirmations" can reliably eliminate or transform
emotional, mental and spiritual imbalances. You do not need to waits days, weeks or years to overcome
emotional, mental or or spiritual problems. You can free yourself today of issues that you may have been
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suffering with for years. You no longer have to undergo extensive and expensive counseling. You no
longer have to search any further to free yourself of emotional and mental anguish. Free yourself today.
If it sounds to good to be true then convince yourself. Go to www. affirmationsbydrceaser.com to preview
the book and repeat the affirmations as directed. On the website you will find affirmations geared
towards eliminating stress, worries and suicidal thoughts. You are closer to transforming your life then
you could possibly imagine. To make the world a better place we must start with ourselves. Transform and
spread the word.

The Power of Affirmations - 1,000 Positive Affirmations
This stirring collection presents spiritual rituals from around the world and offers guidance on
bringing the powerful practices into modern life. Filled with fascinating details on the history and
meaning behind a wide range of sacred rituals for love, awareness, joy, and so much more, this timeless
handbook guides readers through more than 40 empowering practices—including a candlelight ritual for
renewal, a soothing ritual for unwinding, and a tea ceremony for fostering connection and gratitude.
Delivered in an eye-catching package with gilded edges and foil stamping, plus evocative watercolors
throughout, this book is a lovely invitation to nourish the mind, body, and soul through enduring
rituals for well-being.

Dear Universe
Define Me, Divine Me: A Poetic Display of Affection is an exploration of raw truth that provokes our
deepest emotions so that we may honor both the light and the dark within us all. Together, we allow the
words of enlightened wisdom and painful beginnings to wash through us, as we stand back up and claim
what is rightfully ours. As you devour these words with precision, you too will reflect on your own
life's journey, and realize that we are more connected than once thought. The idealism of loneliness
will expire, and a new celebration of unity will take its place. Our journey inwards is never-ending,
and the wisdom we are learning, we already know. It's just a matter of removing the layers of our
perceived reality and embedded beliefs to get to the core of our Eternal Self. So that we may reveal who
it is that we really are: A Divine Creation of Angelic Energy. And as you choose to show the world your
authentic self, you will find the peace, happiness, and love that you are seeking. Here is your new
vocabulary to raise your vibration higher, or to sit with the shadows if that is what you seek. It is a
creative space to nurture and inspire your restless Soul. An eclectic mix of vibrations molded into
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words from me to you.

Daily Affirmations for Success and Happiness
Aristotle said 'you are what you repeatedly do'. Most of us have no idea that what we repeatedly do
creates our lives, we think our future is shaped by big events, the decisions we make, the thoughts we
have but, this book will show you that it is your daily actions that are the key. Over the last few
decades neuroscientists and psychologists have discovered that there is more power in 'I do' than 'I
think'. However, if an action is repeated enough times it becomes habit but habits lack thought,
consideration and presence. To effect long-lasting meaningful change our actions need to be filled with
a sense of personal meaning and power – they need to be ritualized. Creating personal ritual in our
lives allows us to bring the presence of the sacred into the everyday. The rituals in this book have
been designed as symbolic acts providing a framework for anyone to use to create positive change in
their lives. The 7 morning rituals are designed to help you 'wake with determination', the 7 afternoon
rituals focus on 'living on purpose', and the 7 evening rituals are about 'retiring with satisfaction'.

The 365 Spiritual Journal: Daily Guided Questions To Expand Consciousness & Deepen SelfTrust
Would you like to attract more abundance? More love, more happiness and more peace? It is possible and
available for you right now, if you believe it to be true.Positive energy vibrates at a high frequency.
If you focus on radiating this frequency first, you will naturally attract the equivalent in return,
thus amplifying and magnifying positive energy in abundance. Daily Rituals is your personal guide book
that will provide you with the tools needed to reach these high vibrational frequencies. Enclosed within
these pages are positive affirmations and exercises dedicated to raise your vibration, clear old thought
patterns and bring your mind into the present moment. As you consistently spend time connecting and
worshipping your internal self, you will strengthen the communication channel to your Soul, the Source
of Creation, and shift your state of consciousness closer to enlightenment.Join Phoebe Garnsworthy,
Visionary and Metaphysical writer, as she shares her daily secrets of spiritual white witch magic.

The Little Book of Self Love
Lily doesn't like change although it seems to follow her everywhere she goes. She does a pretty good job
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at rejecting it every chance she gets, but when she stumbles upon an enchanted world everything moves
faster than she can even perceive possible. She has two choices-stay in misery on her own, or learn how
to surrender.

21 Rituals to Change Your Life
A transformative blueprint of ancestral healing from the renowned herbalist, natural health expert, and
healer of women’s bodies and souls “Just when I thought I was all alone, I found myself walking with a
group of conscious women who were taking sacred steps and speaking sacred words. We were on our way to
Queen Afua’s Global Sacred Woman Village. Come with us, there’s Maat—balance and order—there.”—Erykah
Badu Through extraordinary meditations, affirmations, and rituals rooted in ancient Egyptian temple
teachings, Queen Afua teaches us how to love and rejoice in our bodies by spiritualizing the words we
speak, the foods we eat, the spaces we live and work in, and the transcendent woman spirit we manifest.
Sacred Woman gives us a program of spirit rejuvenation and creativity consciousness. Queen Afua summons
us to enter the Gateways of Initiation, where she blesses us with the exact tools we need to bring our
beings into true harmony with the earth and the cosmos. With love, wisdom, and passion, Queen Afua
guides us to accept our mission and our mantle as Sacred Women—to heal ourselves, the generations of
women in our families, our communities, and our world. Praise for Sacred Woman “Sacred Woman flings open
the gates of understanding the feminine essence. It is the return of the soul force to women.”—Jewel
Pookrum, MD, PhD (Sunut Arit) “Queen Afua is an extraordinary healer, teacher, mother, and keeper of our
legacy. Through Sacred Woman, she has given us the sacred tools we need to live our lives in this new
century.”—Hazelle Goodman, actress “Sacred Woman offers profound wisdom to all who seek healing and
transformation. Queen Afua is a national treasure.”—Bob Law, author, radio personality, and vice
president of WWRL

Positive Thoughts for Troubling Times
From Beethoven and Kafka to George Sand, Picasso and Agatha Christie, this compilation of letters,
diaries and interviews reveals the profound fusion of discipline and dissipation through which the
artistic temperament is allowed to evolve, recharge and emerge. 20,000 first printing.

The Ritual Yearbook
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School is about to finish but Chloe still hasn't found her true path's calling. There's pressure from
her family, her friends, and even herself to make a decision, but her confidence is lacking. The only
thing she's sure about is that painting makes her happy, but when the university rejects her application
she falls into a lonely spiral, unsure of where to go. It isn't until her sister suggests that Chloe
seek help from the Spirit Guides that things finally begin to make sense. But how do you try to control
your fate when everything is going against you?

The Book of Affirmations
- Over 11 million copies sold - #1 New York Times Bestseller for 8 years running - Now celebrating its
25th anniversary Simple ideas, lasting love Falling in love is easy. Staying in love—that’s the
challenge. How can you keep your relationship fresh and growing amid the demands, conflicts, and just
plain boredom of everyday life? In the #1 New York Times bestseller The 5 Love Languages, you’ll
discover the secret that has transformed millions of relationships worldwide. Whether your relationship
is flourishing or failing, Dr. Gary Chapman’s proven approach to showing and receiving love will help
you experience deeper and richer levels of intimacy with your partner—starting today. The 5 Love
Languages is as practical as it is insightful. Updated to reflect the complexities of relationships
today, this new edition reveals intrinsic truths and applies relevant, actionable wisdom in ways that
work. Includes the Couple's Personal Profile assessment so you can discover your love language and that
of your loved one.

And Still, the Lotus Flower Blooms
Elegantly repackaged, The Morning Pages Journal is one of The Artist's Way's most effective tools for
cultivating creativity, personal growth, and change. Now more compact and featuring spiral binding to
make for easier use, these Morning Pages invite you to do three pages daily of longhand writing,
strictly stream-of-consciousness, which provoke, clarify, comfort, cajole, prioritize, and synchronize
the day at hand. This daily writing, coupled with the twelve-week program outlined in The Artist's Way,
will help you discover and recover your personal creativity, artistic confidence, and productivity. The
Artist's Way Morning Pages Journal includes an introduction by Julia Cameron, complete instructions on
how to use the Morning Pages and benefit fully from their daily use, and inspiring quotations that will
guide you through the process.
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Mirror Work
Why Celebrities Swear by These 15 Powerful Techniques As The Secret to Anything You Want in Life Do you
easily complain or start nagging whenever something isn't going your way? Do you give fault and make
others responsible for your misery? Are you annoyed looking around seeing others having exactly what you
want in life? Believe it or not, you are the driver of your own life and no one else can steal your
seatif you don't let them. What if there were straight-forward, easy principles to get everything you
want in life? Maybe you already manifest regularly or you've heard of it, but never consciously tried
it. Using manifestation means using the power of your thoughts, feelings, or beliefs to bring something
into your physical reality. At first, it sounds abstract, but science has proven, everything is made of
energy objects, animals, thoughts, and humans. There are laws that control how this energy flows and
where it goes just as there are laws of gravity and laws of growth. The more you know about these laws
the easier it is to navigate the energy you need in the right direction. No wonder that even stars like
Will Smith, Jim Carrey, Oprah Winfrey, and Lady Gaga swear by manifestation as the secret to their
success. Jim Carrey makes it sound really simple. He says: "As far as I can tell, it's just about
letting the universe know what you want and then working towards it while letting go of how it comes to
pass." Yet, there are reasons why some people are better at manifesting than others. There are a couple
of fundamentals you need to understand in order to apply manifestation effectively. With a little
guidance and the right techniques, your best life is waiting for you. This is only a select sample of
what you'll discover in The Magic of Manifesting Flap or Fab: Why you should care about manifestation
more than you think The scientific secret behind changing your reality Why you might be manifesting your
misery and how to avoid these common mistakes The smartest and most powerful way to attract anything you
want in life How scientists manipulate your life with one particular weakness that outweighs all of
science's strengths Is everything connected? Essentials about energy, flow, and connection Why your ego
is the enemy and what you can do about it 15 techniques to guarantee your manifestation success story
The #1 mental exercise Olympians and star athletes practice daily to increase their performance
Intention vs. goals: The major difference and which is best to achieve success in life The biggest money
lie revealed and how to create true abundance Warning Signs that you have a scarcity mindset and how to
get rid of it And much more. If you think "manifesting" is just another 2021 buzzword, then you haven't
heard the success stories of millions of people who made their dreams come true with this one powerful
tool. Stop waiting for life to happen to you and start creating your best life right now. If you want to
effortlessly get what you want, scroll up and click on "Buy now with 1-Click".
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Daily Rituals
Daily Rituals for Happiness is a user-friendly guidebook that teaches techniques for experiencing
happiness every single day. Focusing on ritual the book details the significance of simple practices and
explores how they help instil a sense of self through reinforcing values, affirming connections to the
community, and supporting wellbeing.

I Am!: Affirmations for Resilience
Did you know that affirmations are one of the most popular personal development techniques - but also
one of the LEAST EFFECTIVE? That's not because affirmations don't work; it's because most people aren't
shown the CORRECT way to use them. The Power of Affirmations reveals exactly why affirmations don't work
well, and how to create ones that DO work. Topics covered in this report: - What is an Affirmation? Why Don't Affirmations Work Much of the Time? - The True Purpose of Affirmations - How to Create
Effective Affirmations - How to Tell if Your Affirmations Will Work - How Often You Should Recite
Affirmations - The Best Way to Recite Affirmations - Other Ways to Use Affirmations - How Fast Do
Affirmations Work? - Several Ways to Speed Up the Process - Common Challenges in Using Affirmations The
Power of Affirmations clears up a lot of misconceptions about affirmations and provides you with simple,
clear steps to create powerful, effective affirmations for any and all areas of your life. Money,
career, relationships, health, beauty, love virtually every part of your life can be improved with the
use of affirmations if you know how to use them correctly. A comprehensive list of positive affirmations
has been included in this book to help transform almost any area of your life, broken down into the
following headings: - Wealth & Success - Physical Body - Love & Relationships - Self Esteem - Peace &
Harmony

The Most Powerful Book of Affirmations Ever Written
“Every thought I think is creating my future.” So begin the 52 affirmations of Ani Trime, a beloved
teacher in the Tibetan Buddhist tradition who began her own life as a gruff, plainspoken West Virginian.
Noted for her humor and no-nonsense approach to spiritual practice, Trime offers wise uplifting
affirmations that will resonate with everyone. Collected in an appealing, pocket-size volume, Ani
Trime’s Little Book of Affirmations features original illustrations created by 39 well-known
contemporary commercial artists. This publication conforms to the EPUB Accessibility specification at
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WCAG 2.0 Level AA.

The Artist's Way Morning Pages Journal
We all need to find connection and meaning in the midst of the fast paced world we live in and rituals
offer an easy and simple way to do this. In this 365 year-long exploration, Theresa Cheung offers daily
practices to help us bring focus and attention to our lives for meaningful and achievable change. A
ritual is any action we take that has meaning beyond its appearance; by giving an action intention it
becomes 'sacred' and purposeful. The absence of significant ceremony in our lives has left us feeling
disconnected, confused and alone Rituals and ceremony allow us to be present in the now, focus on the
future and provide us with closure on the past, they return us to what matters. Drawing on science and
psychology, Theresa Cheung's 365 non-denominational rituals will help anyone to transform their lives.
Split into four sections, the book begins with 21 simple foundation rituals to help you ground your
daily practice. The second and largest section is broken down into 4 areas: Body, Mind, Spirit and
Heart. Each containing 74 rituals, some simple and some more complex. Choose the area you feel you want
to focus on and follow the rituals in sequence or chose as you wish. The third section has a four-week
programme focussing on success and broken down week-by-week and the final section contains 21 closing
rituals. For those wanting a year long programme the book can be used day-by-day or alternatively choose
a ritual at random.

The Happy Empath's Little Book of Affirmations
From the co-creator of The Manifesting Academy and host of the Journey to Manifesting podcast, 200 mini
meditations to help you rise above fear and manifest the life of your dreams

Daily Rituals for Happiness
This little book is filled with positive affirmations that will show you that your point of power is
always in the present moment, and this is where you plant the mental seeds for creating new experiences.
Think about how you’d like to live and what you’d like to accomplish. Each day Louise L. Hay will help
guide your thinking in positive ways to accomplish these goals. As you read this work, you’ll find that
you develop new mental habits that you can use for the rest of your life!
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The Spirit Guides
Let's get one thing clear; you never stop being a Queen! Whether you're down-on-your-luck, riding-high
or just coasting your way through your quarter-life crisis, you are always wearing your crown for the
world to see. Being a Queen comes with one big responsibility: you must take charge of what you're
attracting into your life. In this gripping book fused with self-help, memoir segments and kick-ass
business advice, Emma takes you on a journey through her experience with the Law of Attraction and all
of the queens she has been. She shares with you how you can be a queen in any and all circumstances of
your life including; Business Self-Love Spirituality Money Law of Attraction Wear your invisible crown,
sit on your throne and find reassurance in knowing that no matter what you're going through, or where
you're going to, you are and always have been the Queen of your own life. It's time to say YAAAAAS to
your life, your queen and to all of the possibilities that lie ahead. Emma Mumford a.k.a Spiritual Queen
is an award-winning lifestyle Blogger, YouTuber, Life & Manifestation Coach, Public Speaker and Author.
Emma is the host of the popular Podcast 'Spiritual Queen's Badass Podcast' and also has her own Law of
Attraction merchandise available on her website. Emma is an Advanced Law of Attraction Practioner and a
qualified Reiki Master who was also Highly Commended in the 2018 'Soul & Spirit Magazine Awards' for
'The Most Inspiriting Life Coach'.

#FillYourTank
STOP STRUGGLING AND START LIVING A SUCCESSFUL AND HAPPY LIFE!!! Has life dealt you a bad hand? Are you
broke, depressed, unhealthy, or in a bad relationship? Have you lost your job, failed to follow the
career path you wanted, or fallen short of achieving your dreams? You need to change your thoughts!
Negative thoughts of fear, rejection, failure, and self pity plague us all, but continuing to have these
negative thoughts keeps us in that slump for what seems like eternity. If there was a way to replace
negativity with positive thoughts, you could have all the success and happiness you could ever dream of.
Well you can have those things! By changing your thought process you can rewire your brain to start
attracting success and happiness into your life. Reading positive affirmations reprograms your
subconscious into a positive source of energy that attracts anything you want in life. It's called the
Law of Attraction! It's a universal law that works without question! These 500 daily affirmations of
success and happiness will begin to immediately reshape your life no matter how bad things may seem. In
reading this book you'll learn: How to stop negative thoughts How to reprogram your mind for the better
How to create success and happiness How to become the person you've always wanted to be How to stop
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struggling and start living a successful life "You become what you think about" is a universal law that
has changed the lives of many people who have learned to consciously control their thinking. Reading
affirmations conditions your mind to believe what you are telling it. When it is flooded with positive
thoughts of success and happiness you begin to attract those things toward you. This book could be the
most life changing book you've ever read. With over 500 affirmations to read you'll have the tools you
need to start rewiring your brain for the life you deserve! Scroll up and grab a copy today!

Super Attractor
Introducing daily affirmations tailored towards men to help you ditch bad habits, build confidence, and
achieve everything you want in life. Do you feel like your life is out of whack? Have you tried to get
ahead but can't seem to find the motivation to get yourself going? Are you looking for a new method to
help you change your mindset and live more fully? Affirmations have been used by everyday people and
celebrities alike to create new habits and adopt a winning mindset. Simple words can have a big impact,
and in this book, you'll learn exactly what works best and how to implement affirmations to kickstart
you on your new path. Daily Affirmations for Men has been written specifically for the male mind to help
you not only learn affirmations, but find ways to fit them into your life and tailor them to your needs.
Affirmations may seem silly or like a placebo effect, but they've been shown to work time and time
again. The neuroscience behind affirmations is real. The psychology exists. Now all you need is the
tools to get started. Inside Daily Affirmations for Men, you'll discover: Affirmations relating to your
habits, mental health, goals, and even self-esteem Daily reminders to pick yourself up, dust yourself
off, and keep pushing forward Short and long-term goal related affirmations to help you find your path
to success Explanations along with the affirmations to show you why a certain mindset or way of looking
at the world is important The key to unlocking your unlimited potential And much, much more! With over
100 affirmations, you'll be hard-pressed to find a more complete guide. Even if you're not sure you
believe in the power of affirmations, the bits of wisdom present throughout this book are enough to
steer you in the right direction. Everything starts in the mind. Don't you want your thoughts to reflect
the life you desire? If you're ready to take it one day at a time and see what a difference reciting a
few simple phrases can make, click "add to cart."

Positive Affirmations
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with
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an extraordinary flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest
influence on English-language literature in history. Now, world-class literary writers introduce the
book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers'
passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the language of the text
make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming
contemporary relevance.

The 5 Love Languages
From the New York Times best-selling author of You Can Heal Your Life Mirror work has long been Louise
Hay’s signature method for cultivating a deeper relationship with yourself and others, and leading a
rich and meaningful life. Now, in Mirror Work, she shows how in just 21 days, you can master this simple
but powerful practice as an ongoing support for positive transformation and self-care. "I have been
teaching people how to do mirror work as long as I have been teaching affirmations . . . The most
powerful affirmations are those you say out loud when you are in front of a mirror, looking deeply into
your eyes. A mirror reflects back to you the feelings you have about yourself. It makes you immediately
aware of where you are resisting and where you are open and flowing. It clearly shows what thoughts you
will need to change if you want to have a joyous, fulfilling life." - Louise Hay

The Rituals
Sleepy Magic is a beautiful book that banishes those sleepless nights and strengthens your relationship,
while nurturing stillness and self-worth in your children. It is a simple night-time sleep ritual that
combines meditation, affirmations, imagination, and an essential breathing technique. It provides
parents tools for calm, connected and conscious children.

Sleepy Magic
What's being widely regarded as "one of the most life changing books ever written" may be the simplest
approach to achieving everything you've ever wanted, and faster than you ever thought possible. What if
you could wake up tomorrow and any-or EVERY-area of your life was beginning to transform? What would you
change? The Miracle Morning is already transforming the lives of tens of thousands of people around the
world by showing them how to wake up each day with more ENERGY, MOTIVATION, and FOCUS to take your life
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to the next level. It's been right here in front of us all along, but this book has finally brought it
to life. Are you ready? The next chapter of YOUR life-the most extraordinary life you've ever imaginedis about to begin. It's time to WAKE UP to your full potential

Spiritual Queen
Life doesn't have to feel like groundhogs day everyday. Having the tools to help you push past your
fears and obstacles are key components to moving you in the right direction. The direction that sets
your soul on fire. Sometimes it's a few words, smalls reminders or a whisper in our ear to light that
fire. #FillYourTank is one of the many tools needed to remind you of your worth, your strength, and to
be bold in the face of fear while living your true authentic self. #FillYourTank is a mantra. It is a
personal brand of development and self-love to move and grow into the person you desire to be.

Sleep Affirmations
The bestselling author of The Miracle Morning shares the secret to unlocking your full potential--all
day, every day. "A simple, proven formula for creating extraordinary results in your life."--Lewis
Howes, New York Times bestselling author of The School of Greatness Even after the incredible success of
his book The Miracle Morning, Hal Elrod realized that he still had more to share with the world. What he
had discovered was a timeless but overlooked formula for success. The world's top achievers have used it
for centuries. He used it to thrive against seemingly insurmountable odds, from overcoming lifethreatening health challenges to near financial collapse. That formula is The Miracle Equation, and it
couldn't be any simpler: Unwavering Faith + Extraordinary Effort = Miracles By establishing and
maintaining Unwavering Faith that you can achieve anything you desire, and then putting forth
Extraordinary Effort until you do, you'll create results beyond what you believe to be possible. In The
Miracle Equation, you'll learn how to * Replace fear with faith * Move from resistance to acceptance *
Let go of negative emotions * Turn off your stress response * Overcome your limitations to unlock your
limitless potential * Develop emotional invincibility * Grow from happiness, which is fleeting, to inner
peace, which is lasting And with the Miracle Equation 30-Day Challenge to guide your way, you'll create
a step-by-step plan to actualize your miracles and become the person you need to be in order to succeed.
No goal is out of reach! Praise for The Miracle Equation "The Miracle Equation isn't just a book, it's
the formula that I myself have used to achieve greatness beyond what I ever believed was possible. Hal
Elrod has taken the mystery out of miracles and gives you a simple, proven formula for creating
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extraordinary results in your life. Highly recommended."--Lewis Howes, New York Times bestselling author
of The School of Greatness "You're only two decisions away from achieving everything you want. And my
friend, Hal Elrod, has simplified these two decisions into a simple equation for achieving results.
Follow it, and your success is virtually guaranteed. If you want your biggest goals to move from
possible, to probable, to inevitable, you better read The Miracle Equation."--Mel Robbins, bestselling
author of The 5-Second Rule

The Miracle Morning
This little book of love is filled with beautifully created pictures of positive affirmations to help
you if have been emotionally hurt, or if you simply want to improve your self confidence. It also
contains a guide on how to create your own affirmations. Remember, if you can repeat it and see it, then
you can be it!If you are in need of a boost and who would like to feel better about yourself, your life,
future and relationships, or need emotional healing, then this book will help you love yourself again.
Download the graphics and use them as your you wish, or flick through them to remind yourself just how
incredible you are.About the Author:-Emily Hayworth has a deep understanding of abusive relationships
and is an abuse survivor. She is also a keen designer with a passion of digital art. Her goal is to help
others feel better about themselves, which is why she created this book.

The Little Book of Daily Rituals
Protect yourself against negative energy, soothe anxious thoughts, and empower your inner empath with
this book of thoughtful quotes, positive sayings, and inspiring affirmations. Taking on the emotions of
others in addition to your own can be a challenge. Surviving and thriving as an empath requires
reflection, meditation, and daily self-care. With The Happy Empath’s Little Book of Affirmations, now
you can take a little piece of positivity with you wherever you go. Written by a fellow empath and
intuitive healer, author Stephanie Jameson offers short, simple mantras you can use in any situation to
reset and refocus your mindset, including messages like: - It all starts with my heart. - My intuition
is for trusting, not rationalizing. - I am strong, I am capable, I am worthy. - I have always felt
different, because I am. - I honor my blueprint within. Make every day as an empath a positive,
inspiring experience!

Sleep Rituals
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Are you ready to take your spiritual practice to the next level and manifest love and joy like you've
never experienced before? When we connect to the non-physical presence beyond our visible sight, true
miracles happen. Super Attractor is a manifesto for making that connection and marrying your spiritual
life with your day-to-day experience. In these pages, you'll learn to: - shift from occasional
practising to living a spiritual life every day - create a life filled with purpose, happiness and
freedom - release the past and live without fear of the future - tap into the infinite source of
abundance, joy and wellbeing that is your birthright - bring more light to your own life and the world
around you Super Attractor teaches us how to co-create the life we want, that attracting is fun and that
we don't have to work as hard to get what we want. Most importantly, it shows us that when we connect to
our intuitive powers, we become a force of love in the world.

Ecclesiastes
200 energizing affirmations to help you get up on the right side of the bed every morning, and start
your day with a boost of enthusiasm and positivity! Start your morning with motivation with these
positive affirmations to help you hit the ground running! With 200 short, simple, and easy to remember
phrases, you can choose the message that’s perfect for you and your day! From waking up filled with
optimism and confidence to inspiring you to keep your positive outlook and purposeful momentum going all
day long, these quick affirmations will empower and encourage you to be your best!

The Miracle Equation
As individuals, we endure seasonal changes. Many times we feel lost or forgotten about. Most times, we
allow those feelings to alter our lives and our futures. What if I told you that in your darkest
moments, you were being planted to bloom brighter and better than you have ever been? Would you believe
that He is with you during those moments? As you recite the affirmations in this book, believe them.
Believe in Him. Believe in yourself. Know that you will make it out of those dark times and you will
have a story to help someone else out of theirs. Allow The Book of Affirmations to guide you into the
highest version of yourself. Breathe and know that you will make it through whatever it is that you are
struggling with. If I made it, so will you. These words and prayers were my guides. I am excited to see
all that you become in this season. Blessings.

The Present Moment
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This spiritual poetry book explores the hardships we face throughout our life and inspires you to search
within to find the tools you need to survive. Come and nurture the cravings of your soul.

Lost Nowhere
Positive Affirmations – Empowering Daily Affirmations to Easily Attract Health, Healing, and Happiness
Into Your Life. Discover what positive affirmations are all about, why they are so powerful at affecting
change, and how to integrate them effortlessly into your daily life. Do you consciously control your
thoughts to focus on positive outcomes, or allow your subconscious mind to let negative or unhelpful
thoughts take over?Fortunately, positive affirmations can be used to transform our lives in exceptional
ways. Throughout the book you'll learn how to use affirmations to permanently alter the way you think,
to move away from damaging self-beliefs, and to actively pursue the life you really want.Inside the book
you'll discover:• What affirmations really are• Why they are so powerful • How to use them productively
• Simple techniques to radically alter your subconscious thoughts• Easy methods to replace negative
thoughts• Empowering tips to ensure your personal affirmations really work• Positive affirmation
examples• Step by step actions to immediately attract health, healing and happinessPositive affirmation
statements can help remove mental barriers, replace negative self-talk, and develop empowering daily
habits. Our aim is to provide you with ideas, inspiration, and encouragement to craft your own uplifting
affirmation statements, which will repeatedly deliver the rewards you desire.Follow the techniques,
methods and tips in this book, and you'll be empowered to:• Stop negative thoughts or self-doubt holding
you back• Start focusing on positive change • Control your subconscious thoughts with empowering
affirmations• Feel happier, healthier, and full of positive energyThrough the use of positive
affirmations you can consistently improve your health, heal your body and mind, and move toward daily
happiness.Jump in and discover how you can influence your thoughts, attract great things into your life,
and step closer to your ideal future.

Define Me Divine Me
100 simple practices and activities to incorporate into any bedtime routine to help you fall asleep
easier and wake up refreshed and renewed. Do you have trouble getting—and staying—asleep? Sleep rituals
can set the mood for restful slumber and help you drift off in peace—let these recommended bedtime
routines be your key to a good night’s sleep! This accessible guide offers 100 easy rituals—including
sleep-friendly recipes, relaxing yoga poses, calming breathing exercises, soothing meditations, and
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comforting writing exercises—suited for every type of person. You can even mix and match them for a
completely customized bedtime experience and find the perfect solution to banish any sleepless night.
Rituals include: -Sleep-friendly recipes, like nutmeg-spiced warm milk -Soothing practices like dry
brushing -Restorative yoga poses, such as Child’s Pose -Breathing exercises, like alternate nostril
breathing Let Sleep Rituals help you get the good night’s sleep you’ve been dreaming of!

Ani Trime's Little Book of Affirmations
“With all of the confusion, fear, and vitriol being bandied about today there has never been a more
important time for wisdom and truth.” —G. Brian Benson, award-winning author of Habits for Success If
you like Brave Enough, Eat, Pray, Love, or Brené Brown, you’ll love Positive Thoughts for Troubling
Times. Better for Your Spirit: Rarely before in history has the United States—and the world at
large—been so divided. With each new tweet, falsehood, or upsetting news headline, the things we once
took for granted and believed in have become upended and, in the process, have crushed our spirit. The
inspired ideas and power thoughts in Positive Thoughts for Troubling Times will provide you with hope, a
renewed spirit, and a new perspective for viewing our worrisome times. Breathe Deeply Again: Author
Allen Klein, the world’s only “jollytologist,” knows how the right thought at the right time can change
your day for the better. In Positive Thoughts for Troubling Times, he offers a lifetime of positive
change. Go back to living one day at a time with this inspirational guide. Meaningful Mantras for
Meditation:Positive Thoughts for Troubling Times will provide you with succinct ideas to help you rise
above present-day frustrations, hurts, and worries. Meditate on these positive thoughts to improve all
aspects of your life in these difficult times. Some of the categories covered include: · Change ·
Choices · Fear · Hope · Love · Positivity · Never giving up · Staying strong “A read that will help you
to feel more balanced and can act as a bit of a lifeline no matter what is happening around you.” —The
Nerdy Girl Express
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